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Social Security 2020
We simplify the complexities of Social Security

Questions

Ask us any
questions you may
have about your
benefits.

Social Security Planning
Filing for your benefits is one of the most important retirement
decisions you will have to make. Your filing timing will effect
your payments and your spouses for the rest of your lives.
Perhaps the most common Social Security question is “when should I take my
benefit and what is the difference if I take it now or wait?” We help our clients
address these concerns and others through our simple 3 step process.
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EXTRA BENEFITS

MAXIMIZING

Determining your Full
Retirement Age and
your timeframe to retire

Discovering if you have
any Spousal or Survivor
benefits eligibility

Making sure you are
getting the MOST out
of your Social Security
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Answers

We will do our best
to provide answers,
we will even call
into Social Security.

Custom Analysis

We create a custom
benefits report for
you and your
spouse.

512-859-LIFE ROYS@LEZAMINSURANCE.COM
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Social Security 101: Get the most out of
what you worked your whole life for.
Everyone wants the opportunity to receive the
highest amount of benefits possible, however
many are unaware of the complex rules,
guidelines and potential consequences
surrounding Social Security filing decisions. The
more you know how the program works the better
positioned you will be to make an informed filing
choice rather than guessing and hoping for the best.
Here are some quick facts concerning your filing strategy:
1. The Social Security Administration does NOT offer any advice or filing strategies.
2. After 12 months, your individual filing decision may be set in stone.
3. Your benefit can be reduced by 30% for the rest of your life.
4. 85% of your benefit may be subject to tax.
5. You only keep the higher of the two benefits if your spouse dies, NOT both.

“Social Security is a great benefit, be confident in
your filing decision by receiving an analysis and
working with our team of experts”
WHY WORK WITH LEZAM INSURANCE?
We are one of the only insurance agencies in the United States that
has a specialized Financial Services Division dedicated to helping
clients understand the benefits of Social Security. Best of all, our
services are complimentary. This has enabled us to receive national
recognition and numerous accolades. Our philosophy is to provide
superior customer services; We’re Here to Help. Every Minute,
Every Day, Every Way.TM
Our Financial Services Division representative, Roy Snarr, is a
National Social Security Advisor Certificate Holder.
This guide is meant to be for general information. Please don’t solely rely on the information contained herein when making decisions about Social Security and retirement planning in general.You should consult with your own tax, legal
and financial advisors as well as discuss your situation with the Social Security Administration before making any decisions. Please visit www.ssa.gov for more details.
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